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Experimental Objectives

" To establish whether debris can accumulate at the core
inlet and/or lower internals under post-LOCA conditions
in such a way that exchange flow between the core and
lower plenum regions is inhibited or the effective mixing
volume is reduced such that lower debris limits are
needed for BAP control concerns rather than decay heat
removal (DHR) concerns.

* To investigate the possibility that debris suspended in
the borated solution reduces mixing within the reactor
vessel such that high concentration regions develop
creating the potential for localized precipitation.
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Experimental Objectives (continued)

" To investigate the effects in-vessel debris has on mixture
level swell as it relates to liquid carryover through the
reactor vessel vent valves (RVVVs) for B&W-NSSS or
liquid carryover to the hot leg for Westinghouse- or CE-
NSSS.

" To establish the effectiveness of alternate flow paths at
diluting the core region should debris blockage form near
the core inlet and the primary flow path between the core
and lower plenum is lost.
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Status Update

" Project Kick-off Held October 2012

" Following a Rigorous Design Process

- Scaling Analysis Performed

- PIRT Assessment

- Functional/Design Specifications Defined

- Preliminary Design Complete

- Preliminary Design Reviews held on March 26 and 27
- Intermediate and Final Design Reviews to follow
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Facility Preliminary Design Drawings
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Facility Preliminary Design Drawings
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Technical Bases for Resequencing
* Since limiting debris amounts from GSI-191 program are important

inputs to BAP program, GSI-191 program needs to be completed
before BAP testing.

* Based on previous 3x3 heated rod tests (cold leg break) that used
more than 150 g/FA of fiber, fiber beds would not form in presence
of boiling; suggests that more detailed testing will demonstrate
similar behavior, which would preclude debris from being a major
influence.

* Hot leg break success criteria (1.2 x boil-off flow) will provide for
sufficient flow to preclude BAP from occurring.

* BAP program ultimate goal is a new evaluation model, where debris
is only one of many inputs; should a plant using the new model not
meet BAP limits, debris is only one of the possible inputs that could
be adjusted/addressed to reach success.
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Resequencing Plans

* BAP testing will occur after completion of GSI-1 91 program

- In-vessel program provides final debris inputs and
provides a basis for evaluating the impact of debris on
BAP.

" Schedule and program revision in progress
" PWROG BAP program design process schedule to support

in-vessel program completion in 2014

- Program design budget approximately $1.8M (2013 -
2014)

" After completion of BAP testing for in-vessel debris, a follow-
up program will develop a BAP Evaluation Model(s).
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